Sensory gating in intracranial recordings--the role of phase locking.
For patients with schizophrenia, a deficient gating (or filtering) of sensory input has been described. One major approach to study this sensory gating is to measure event-related potentials (ERPs) in response to paired clicks. In these experiments, sensory gating is quantified as amplitude reduction of the ERP components P50 and N100 from the 1st to the 2nd stimulus. In ERP studies brain electrical signals are averaged over single trials. Alterations in phase locking might be one factor contributing to the observed deficits in sensory gating, but findings have been inconclusive as yet. In particular, the contribution of different frequency bands to the deficit required further investigation. We studied N100 gating by intracranial recordings in a sample of epilepsy patients and subdivided the group into good and poor gators of the intracranial ERP component N100. Data were evaluated by frequency specific wavelet-based phase and power analyses. Poor N100 gators had an increased phase locking in the frequency range from 6.0-15.1 Hz after the 2nd stimulus, as compared to good gators. Other group differences were apparent already before the 2nd stimulus. Poor gators had less phase locked beta band activity (20.2-30.0 Hz) than good gators 200-315 ms after the onset of the 1st stimulus. Within the group of poor gators, lower values of phase locking in this frequency range were also associated with lower gating ratios. The reduced beta band response in response to the 1st stimulus may reflect poorer memory encoding of the 1st stimulus in poor gators. This in turn might lead to increased demands to process the 2nd stimulus.